UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—SARE
PHOTOGRAPH/VIDEO RELEASE AND AUTHORIZATION FORM

Photograph/video name(s) (including file name):
1. 
2. 
3. SEE ATTACHED FORM

Description of (circle one) photograph(s)/video(s): (use back of form if you need more room)
1. 
2. SEE ATTACHED
3. 

Release:
I hereby grant the Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) full and irrevocable rights and permissions to use this/these video(s) and/or photograph(s) in their current and all future information products. Uses may include (but are not limited to) the World Wide Web, news releases, and print publications, per USDA needs. If a human subject is present in the photo, I obtained his/her consent to be featured; or if a minor is present in the photo, I obtained the consent of his/her parent or legal guardian (see below).

I agree to these conditions.

Photographer/Videographer Signature

SIMON EWIS

Please print name here

Phone: 691-320-7948

Address: PO Box 1005

POHANG, FK 96941

I am ☑ am not (select one) a current or past paid staff of SARE or a state PDP coordinator.

For photos submitted by minors: I am the parent or legal guardian of ("Minor") who is under 16 years of age. I hereby consent to his/her submission of this photo.

(parent/guardian signature)

For photos depicting minors: I am the parent or legal guardian of ("Minor") who is under 18 years of age. I hereby consent to him or her being depicted in this photo (if applicable).

(parent/guardian signature)

For Project Investigators: if you are submitting this form for a photo uploaded to the MySARE projects database, please provide:

Your project number EWII-001 File name SEE ATTACHED

And a thumbnail or description of the uploaded photograph.

Staff Signature

DATE

Information Product/Contest (for internal use only):

Please return a copy of this form to SARE Outreach at (301) 405-7711 (fax) or mail to: 1122 Patapsco Building, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742-6715

If you have any questions, please call (301) 405-7855.

This document accompanies the Photograph Release Authorization Form.

File Name: PNI 1.
Description: Participant introductions at Pohnpei workshop

File Name: PNI 2.
Description: MERIP staff demonstrate coral fragmentation techniques

File Name: PNI 3.
Description: Simon Ellis demonstrating packing techniques

File Name: PNI 4.
Description: Provan Crump of MIMF demonstrating construction of surge tank

File Name: PNI 5.
Description: Field trip with participants to coral farm

File Name: PNI 6.
Description: Workshop participants

File Name: KSA 1.
Description: Raceways of giant clams at National Aquaculture Center, Kosrae

File Name: KSA 2.
Description: Lagoon coral farm

File Name: KSA 3.
Description: Study tour participants at floating coral farm

File Name: MAJ 1.
Description: Study tour participants at CMI Land Grant facility

File Name: MAJ 2.
Description: Workshop participants inside multi-purpose hatchery at CMI Land Grant

File Name: MAJ 3.
Description: Packing demonstration by MIMF employee

File Name: MAJ 4.
Description: Colorful Tridacna maxima giant clams ready to sale to the marine ornamental trade at MIMF facility.

File Name: MAJ 5.
Description: Provan Crump of MIMF, explaining shipping procedures.

File Name: MAJ 6.
Description: Spawning Tridacna derasa clams at MIMF facility